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All Hail “The King of New York” –
Newsies Continues Its Broadway Reign
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Aaron J. Albano and Jess LeProtto with the cast of Newsies on Broadway

Extra, extra! Newsies is bustling with pavement-pounding energy and a helluva cast,
and it’s a headline you just can’t afford
to ignore. Adapted from the 1992 movie
musical starring Christian Bale as the
young, strapping New York newspaper
slinger Jack Kelly, Newsies the musical—a
stage adaptation by Disney’s juggernaut
theatrical arm—takes audiences back to
the turn of the 19th century, where it
dives into the corrupt world of iron-fisted
publishing heavyweights, street-savvy
teens who sell their “papes” for a living, and the revolutionary real-life strike
against sky-high price hikes that takes the
concrete jungle by storm.
This classic American tale that places
its bets on the underdog—or rather, a ragtag team of underdogs fighting for their
cause—has been lighting up Broadway
since last March and it remains hot on the
short list of high-demand tickets, much to
the delight of the cast and crew.
What began as an Off-Broadway opening at New Jersey’s noted Paper Mill
Playhouse in 2011 quickly morphed into
an acclaimed sell-out run that placed the
show dead center on Broadway’s buzz
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map. As a result, it came as no surprise
when Newsies transferred to Broadway’s
Nederlander Theatre, opening in March
2012 for a (then) limited run.
Featuring a tailor-made concoction of
hits (scored by Alan Menken, a Disney
stalwart) revived from the film, including
the take-the-bull-by-the-horns anthem
“Seize the Day,” and “King of New
York,” and a cast that can tap their hearts
out all the way to the bank—the production soon became the “it” destination in
the heart of midtown, naturally giving
way to the ultimate success for a budding
show: an open run.
While Newsies film fanatics revel in
the memory of Bale’s iconic portrayal,
Broadway-goers are clearly just as thrilled
by Corey Cott—a charming, “sight for
sore eyes” type of brooding lead—as
the ringleader of the newsprint-hustling

brigade ready to take a stand. In addition, those with their fingers on NYC’s
thespian pulse will instantly recognize
Andrew Keenan-Bolger—one third of the
Keenan-Bolger wunderkind clan of stage
performers (sisters Celia and Maggie are
touted Broadway vets, too)—in the selfdeprecating, heartstring-tugging role of
Crutchie, whose physical disability makes
him not only the most vulnerable Newsie
in the gang, but a valued comrade with
a heart of gold. Keenan-Bolger’s performance, filled with both ambition and
admiration for Cott’s character, brings the
brotherly love of the newsie crew to the
foreground for audiences.
Fear not, romantics! Disney never
misses an opportunity for a love story,
and although Newsies features a predominately male cast, one sharp tack female
breaks through the pack and steals the

heart of our heroic Jack Kelly. Kara Lindsay, skyrocketing through her Broadway
debut, plays the quick-witted female
journalist Katherine, whose combination
of beauty and brains sends Jack head over
his own impeccable dancing feet (cue the
swoon of “Something to Believe In,” a
romantic rooftop duet). And before you
can say “grand finale,” Katherine proves
she’s every bit the spitfire newswoman as
she joins in the movement and brings the
newsies’ strike and plight to the public via
the front pages.
Newsies’ time-honored tunes and script
brimming with moral affirmation offer a
refreshing delivery free of hoodwinking
gimmicks, trap doors, and man-behindthe-curtain tactics. It is, in short, a show
that represents the best of America’s
musical theatre legacy… and it is a show
that will blow you away—guaranteed.

Newsies is playing at the Nederlander Theatre, 208 W. 41st St. For tickets, call 866-870-2717 or visit
www.newsiesthemusical.com.
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